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	NAME: Oxara Rho
	DESCRIPTION: Oxara Rho, native to Oxara IV, are are an ancient race of space-faring humanoids who have adapted to life in micro-gravity. They consider it their sacred duty to investigate & record the mysteries of the universe. When a member of the race reaches adulthood, they are expected to spend a century wandering the galaxy, seeking new experiences to expand the knowledge of their Great Library. They consider themselves stewards of the knowledge & lore which they collect in holographic crystal orbs [aka. Scrivener]. Their language is complexly tiered. Written, it is expressed mathematically through algorithmic formula. Their empathic nature leads to strong relationships & tightly knit communities. They do not interfere in the affairs of other species as a rule. Names: They are simple, introductions are often accompanied by an empathic contact. Ex: Eilorik, Aeded, Siot, Graedar, Rarix, Sikarah, Trior, Grikthah, Grirah, Barik, Orier, & Toah. Surname: Flentarrix, Denz, Marzka.
	ERA:  2371 and beyond (Shackleton Expanse)
	Text Field 13: We seek the mysteries of the Universe.Government Head: Keeper of Records
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Daring +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: Oxara Rho are a race ideally suited to the rigors of traversing the cosmos. Lacking the need for physical strength in low gravity environments, they have developed an elongated & lanky physique. They stand nearly 8 feet tall with skinny & frail frames. Lifespan 300, with some elders living 500+. They are immune to all forms of radiation. They see in low-light conditions as if it were daylight. Palm-sized holographic orb provided at no cost.
	TALENTS: Oxara Rho, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Touch Empathy [E1 - Same Species only] [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Oxara Rho are tactile empaths among their own kind. If 2+ are physically touching, they can read faint signs of emotion from one another. It isn’t powerful enough for direct communications, it is subtle enough to provide emotional nuance & deeper context to their idiomatic language.
	TALENT NAME 2: Accessing Great Library
	TALENT TEXT 2: The most impressive commodity of the Oxara Rho is information. Once/ mission, you may access the Great Library for information. This talent is similar to having a contact. Any tasks evolving from the information gleaned allows you to add 1d20 to your rolls.
	TALENT NAME 3: Spatial Orientation
	TALENT TEXT 3: A lifetime spent navigating the stars has a way of instilling a strong sense of direction. Oxara Rho gain an additional 1d20 to all Conn rolls. You gain Astronavigation as a bonus Focus.
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